**History 591R: Renaissance Humanism (writing seminar)**

University of Massachusetts Amherst • Spring Semester 2004
Tues. & Thurs., 1-2:15, Herter 342 (class #58406)
Honors colloquium, History H16: Thurs., 2:30-3:20, Herter 746 (class #58342)
Course website: <http://people.umass.edu/ogilvie/492H/>
   (the WebCT component is linked from this website; you can also access it
directly via <http://webct.oit.umass.edu/>)

Prof. Brian W. Ogilvie
Office: Herter 624, (413) 545-1599
Home: (802) 388-9676 Thursday-Monday;
     (413) 253-7593 Tuesday and Wednesday (before 10 PM please)
E-mail: ogilvie@history.umass.edu
Office hours: Wed. 2:30-3:30, Thurs. 9-11, and by appointment. Please note: I will sometimes have to
  schedule meetings during my office hours. If that is the case, I will try to post a notice on my
  web page: <http://people.umass.edu/ogilvie/>
Note: I will try to respond to e-mail within 24 hours during the week and 48 hours on weekends and
  holidays. If you need a quicker response, use the telephone! Please identify yourself in your e-
  mail; I won’t respond to “hotguy359@yahoo.com” unless I know who he (or she) is.

**Brief course description**

The defining intellectual movement of the Renaissance was humanism, the movement to create a
secular high culture on the basis of classical Greek and Latin texts, texts that humanists perceived as
vitally relevant to the most important questions of their day: how should human beings act, and how
should they govern themselves? This course explores Renaissance humanism through some of its key
texts, focusing on the question of human nature and its relation to the divine. A central concern of
humanist thought was the tension between Christian theology, with its doctrine of original sin and its
concern with the world to come, and the secular ethic of the ancient pagans. This seminar will focus
on how humanists dealt with that tension. We will also discuss their works as stylistic models.

As a writing seminar, this course will emphasize writing as a means to historical
understanding and clear expression as a means to clear thinking. Writing assignments will include
short essays, quickwrites, and a longer paper. In addition to classroom discussions and exercises, the
course will have a significant online component through WebCT.

**Honors Colloquium description**

Students in the honors colloquium will meet for an additional hour every week to discuss important
secondary literature in the history of humanism. The focus in the regular seminar will be on primary
sources; colloquium students will gain a deeper appreciation of how scholarship on the texts has
shaped their interpretation and explored their historical context. The honors colloquium is
recommended for students who are considering graduate study in history as well as any honors
student who would like to grapple with basic questions such as the place of the Renaissance in
history.

This course fulfills the University Junior Year Writing requirement, the History Department
Proseminar requirement, and the History Department pre-1500 requirement.
Course goals
At the end of the semester, you should be able to:

• Define the humanist movement in Renaissance Europe
• Analyze and explain the literary choices made by humanists in different literary genres
• Describe and explain humanists’ changing attitudes toward the active and contemplative life
• Discuss humanists’ views of politics and ethics
• Situate humanist writings in their broader intellectual, cultural, social, and political context
• Use library and online research tools to find scholarly writings on humanism
• Summarize succinctly and accurately the main point of a historical source.
• Analyze the arguments made by a historical source in terms of the claim, evidence, warrant, and qualifications of each argument.
• Use primary sources as evidence for your own historical arguments.
• Write a clear, persuasive historical essay.
• Format an essay according to the standards of the historical profession.
• Criticize other writers’ essays and provide concrete suggestions for improving them.

Your goals for the course
You have just read my goals for the course. You should now take the time to reflect on those goals and think about any others you might have. In the space below, you can write the reasons you are in this course and any goals on which you wish to concentrate during it.

•
•
•
•
•

What I ask of you

—Regular attendance and class participation
This seminar will only work if you are there. We will be discussing difficult, complex texts by some of the most intelligent and articulate writers of the Renaissance. You will get a lot more out of them by participating in discussion. We will also be discussing and working on writing. Writing, like most skills, is 1% theory and 99% practice. In class you will get both.

—Participation in online discussion and peer editing
I also ask that you participate in online discussions in WebCT and that you comment on your peers’ drafts online. You should plan to make two contributions each week to an online discussion topic. If you are shy about participating in class, you can balance that out by additional online participation. As for drafts, commenting on them online is simply a lot faster than arranging to share them in person, thereby giving you more time to work on your own drafts and to comment on others. I realize that the online component takes time; that is why you are writing only three short papers.
—Three short papers (4-5 pages)
You will write three papers, one each on the first three humanists we examine. For each paper you will write two drafts. One draft will receive comments from me and two of your peers. The second draft will receive a grade and brief comments. You may write a third draft if you are dissatisfied with the grade. Due dates for the drafts are indicated on the course calendar, below, and on WebCT.

—One longer paper (10-12 pages)
You will write one longer paper based on library research. As with the short papers, you will write two drafts, one of which will receive comments from me and your peers. We will discuss the drafts in class during the penultimate week of classes. Several library research days are built into the course schedule.

—Honesty and courtesy
You should behave honestly in this course. You will fail the course if you are caught cheating; this includes plagiarizing any written work, fabricating information, or helping another student be dishonest. See the Undergraduate Rights and Responsibilities booklet for a fuller discussion.

You should also be courteous to me and your fellow students; in return, you can expect courtesy from me. Please be punctual and turn off your cell phone when class starts. I will make sure class starts and ends on time.

Grading
The final course grade will be determined as follows:

Three short papers........................................................................................................45% (15% each)
Long paper .........................................................................................................................30%
Participation (in class and online), including exercises.................................25%

Late papers will be penalized. If either required draft of a paper is late, you may not rewrite the graded draft for a better grade. If the second draft is more than two working days late (not counting Saturday, Sunday, and holidays), the grade will be lowered by one-half letter grade for each additional day that it is late.

In keeping with University policy, I expect you to attend class. (See the Undergraduate Rights and Responsibilities booklet for the policy.) Poor attendance will affect your grade as follows: you may miss up to four classes without penalty. After that, your course grade will be lowered by one-half letter grade for each absence. Library research days do not count (2/24, 3/23, 3/25, and 4/13). Your four unpunalyzed absences include any absences due to athletics, music, or other university-approved reasons to miss class. Please take that into account when planning your schedule. If you must miss more than four days of class for university-approved reasons, see me ASAP. Note that this reduction is to your course grade as a whole, not to your participation grade. The participation grade will be based on your participation in class when you are present, on exercises, and on your online participation and peer editing.

In cases of true hardship, I will consider exceptions to these policies.
Books for the course (in order they will be used)
The boldfaced names indicate the way the book is referred to in the assignments. If you get your books used, make sure they are the right editions. The books have been ordered through Amherst Books (8 Main Street, Amherst, tel. 256-1547). Please note that the bookstore will have to return unsold books some time in March.

Required books


Williams, Joseph M. *Style: Toward clarity and grace*. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990. ISBN 0-226-89915-2. $12. Note: there are several editions of this book out there. All the others are published by Longman. Make sure you get this one, from the University of Chicago Press. It’s the cheapest! I will supplement it with exercises.


Recommended books

Harvey, Gordon. *Writing with sources: A guide for students* (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Co., 1998). ISBN 0-87220-434-0. $5. This book is also available online from the course home page, but many students find the print version much easier to read and use. You will be required to read it either way.


I presume you have and will use the writing manual from your First-Year Writing Program course (ENGLWP 112 or 113) or the equivalent course if you are a transfer student. (For many of you, that book will be *The Everyday Writer* by Andrea Lunsford.) You should also have a good dictionary. I recommend the *American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language*, 4th ed. (ISBN 0-395-82517-2, about $60), or the *American Heritage College Dictionary*, 4th ed. (ISBN 0-618-09848-8, about $26). The readings for this course will occasionally have unfamiliar words, and you need to know what they mean. The course website links to the online version of the *American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language*, which is very useful if you have a fast internet connection. If you need to know the detailed history of a word, the *Oxford English Dictionary* is the place to go. The library has a print copy in the reference department, and the course website links to the online version.

Please note: additional required readings will be announced in class and on WebCT. Most will be available online but a few will be handouts.
Course schedule
This schedule indicates important dates and deadlines for the course, along with times we will be meeting in a different location than usual. Additional reading assignments will be announced in class and posted to the WebCT course calendar.

Unless otherwise noted, class meets Tuesday and Thursday at 1 p.m. in Herter 324.

*Please bring all assigned readings to class.*

Thurs. 1/29. Introduction to the course; pre-test
Before the next class meeting:
1) *Skim* through Williams, *Style*, and Booth et al., *The Craft of Research*. Note down any sections that seem particularly interesting to you or that you think would be especially helpful for your own writing. You should plan to spend 1-2 hours per book on your skimming.
2) Print and read the essay for next Tuesday (see below)
3) Take the writing skills “quiz” (ungraded!) on WebCT.

Tues. 2/3. Introducing Renaissance humanism; discussion of pre-test results
Read Hanna Gray, “Renaissance humanism” (*online* from WebCT and course web page—please print and bring a copy to class).

Thurs. 2/5. WebCT and library database session—meet in DuBois Library, location to be announced.


Thurs. 2/12. Paper 1, draft 1 due by 5 p.m. today

Sun. 2/15. Comments on two peers’ papers due by midnight

Thurs. 2/19. Paper 1, draft 2 due by 5 p.m. today

Tues. 2/24. Library research day – meet in DuBois Library

Tues. 3/2. Finish reading Valla, “The profession of the Religious” and selections from “The falsely-believed and forged Donation of Constantine,” by class today

Thurs. 3/4. Paper 2, draft 1 due by 5 p.m. today

Sun. 3/7. Comments on two peers’ papers due by midnight

Thurs. 3/11. Paper 2, draft 2 due by 5 p.m. today

Spring break, 3/13-21

Tues. 3/23, Thurs. 3/25. Prof. Ogilvie out of town – work in the library

Tues. 3/30. Finish reading Erasmus, *The Praise of Folly and other writings*, by class today

Thurs. 4/1. Paper 3, draft 1 due by 5 p.m. today

Sun. 4/4. Comments on two peers’ papers due by midnight

Thurs. 4/8. Paper 3, draft 2 due by 5 p.m. today

Tues. 4/13. Library research day


Thurs. 4/22: NO CLASS (Monday schedule in effect)

Tues. 4/27. Draft of final paper due by 5 p.m. today

Tues. 5/4, Thurs. 5/6. Discussion of drafts

Tues., 5/11. Final paper due by 5 p.m.

Thurs. 5/13. Wrap-up and course evaluations

Fri., 5/14. Final papers graded (rewrites due Thurs., 5/20)
**Research bibliography**

These titles are starting points for your own research. I have placed a few general works on reserve (indicated by an asterisk * in front of the title).

**Reference (DuBois Library, main floor)**


Comprehensive encyclopedia, written for the intelligent general reader. If an alphabetical search doesn’t turn up what you are looking for, try the list of articles in vol. 1.


**Humanism in general; multiple authors**


Petrarch

Valla

Erasmus

More